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I lost my
husband
to cancer
I’m forever
thankful
that he
didn’t choose
assisted suicide.

Assisted suicide laws prey
on hopelessness
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movement gives in to despair

and preys on terminally ill patients

when they are most vulnerable
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By Kristen Hanson

Community Relations Advocate,
Patients’ Rights Action Fund
On Dec. 30, as snowflakes fell outside his window, my
husband and the love of my life, J.J. Hanson, took
his last breath. He was 36 years old. I was with him,
holding our two young sons in my arms. We had
known the day would come — J.J. had been living
with terminal brain cancer for three and a half years.
But that was more than three years longer than his
doctors had expected.
Learning that you or a loved one has a terminal illness
is devastating and scary. In our case it was also a
shock. J.J. was a Marine Corps veteran of Iraq and a
new father, and he had a job he loved. We were
living the American dream and thought we had a
long future ahead of us, until we learned J.J. had
stage 4 glioblastoma multiforme, one of the most
aggressive and deadliest forms of brain cancer.
Living through that kind of illness day-to-day is a
constant struggle that requires immense courage
and great strength. J.J. had both. Even then, he —
like many people who receive terminal prognoses —
went through dark periods of depression.

he may have taken a lethal prescription had it been
legal in New York, where we lived, and if he had it
in his nightstand during his darkest days. He was
tempted to believe that ending his life would relieve
the burden on his caretakers and allow him to bypass
the experience of illness-induced disability that the
disease would otherwise cause.
Many people who consider or go through with assisted
suicide have similar fears. Data from Oregon —
where assisted suicide first became legal — show the
main end-of-life concerns that people considering
assisted suicide report relate to existential suffering,
such as becoming burdensome to caretakers and
facing disability. In fact, “inadequate pain control”
or concern of physical pain isn’t even in the top five
reported reasons.
There’s no telling what would have happened to
J.J. and our family if lethal pills were available to him
during that dark period. What we do know is that, as
J.J. said, the support and hope of loved ones carried
him past that difficult time and toward a different
conclusion than the one Maynard reached.
Enduring in hope

Our struggle was taking place about the same time
Brittany Maynard’s story made headlines across the
country. Maynard suffered from the same cancer as
J.J. and was roughly the same age, but she famously
decided to end her own life through assisted suicide
in Oregon and to advocate its legalization in her
home state of California.

Hope inspired us to try standard and experimental
treatments to combat J.J.’s cancer. Those treatments
extended his life beyond the initial four-month
prognosis to three and a half years. If we had relied
on the initial prognosis, given in to the depression and
given up on hope, we would have missed out on so
very much. Our oldest son, James, would never have
gotten to know his father; our youngest son, Lucas,
would never have been born.

I didn’t know it then, but J.J. later admitted that
during his illness, he sometimes felt such despair that

Getting through his darkest moments and the
temptation to despair made J.J. realize that assisted

Struggling against despair
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By Barbara Lyons

16 States defeated bills or initiatives
1 state legalized
Sixteen states have defeated measures to legalize
legalization. The Hawaii law goes into effect in 2019.
to legalize
assisted
suicide.
assisted suicide.
or advance
assisted suicide
in 2018 to date:
Alaska,
Coalitions Director, Patients’ Rights Action Fund

Utah strengthened its position by passing a bill to
Arizona, Connecticut, Delaware, Indiana, Iowa,
add a crime of manslaughter for assisting a suicide.
Maine (ballot measure), Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Nebraska, New Hampshire (study committee), New
Pending bills in Michigan, Ohio and Pennsylvania are
York, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Utah and Wisconsin.
not expected to see activity. A new bill introduced
These bills were defeated through a variety of
in January 2018 in New Jersey is the most active bill
mechanisms: bills died in committee with little or no
which causes concern in 2018 and beyond.
Alaska:
HB 54. Passed
in
one committee,
died
in a
the second
committee
• Arizona: HB 2102, HB 2611, SB 1222, and SB 1414. No action taken on bills. • Connecticut: HB 5417. Bill died in
action
taken
or
were
sent
to
study
committee.
committee. • Delaware: HB 160. Scheduled for floor action twice and pulled from calendar. • Hawaii:
HB 2739. Passed
into law,
signed by the
effective
2019.a
• Indiana:
Following
the
failure
in Governor,
Maine
to January
place
measure
HB 1157. to
No action
taken on
• Iowa: SFmeasure
215, HF 299. No action
taken on bill.
• Maine: Petition campaign for a 2018 ballot initiative failed, wrong papers filed • Massachusetts: H.1194,
An effort
initiate
abillballot
in Maine
failed
S.1225. Bills killed by sending to a study committee. • Michigan: HB 4461 -- legalizes assisted suicide
HB
4462
–
amends
criminal
sentencing
standards
to
eliminate
penalties
for
assisting
to legalize assisted suicide on the 2018 ballot, aa new
whensuicide
petitioners
the
papers.
• Minnesota: SFfiled
1572. No
actionwrong
taken on bill.
• Nebraska: LB 450. No action take on bill • New Hampshire: SB 490, bill to study end of life options. Defeated in the Senate.• New
initiative
is SBtaking
place
to gather
enough
signatures
Jersey: A1504, S1072 introduced in January 2018 • New York: S.3151/A.2383, A.3598. No action taken
on bills. • Ohio:
249, introduced
in January
2018 • Oklahoma:
HB 2585 (required
a
referendum on assisted suicide). No action taken on bill. • Pennsylvania: SB 238, carry over from 2017• Rhode Island: H 7297. Public hearing held, no action taken on bill. • Utah: HB 210.
Hawaii
became
state
to legalize
assisted
to place
on onthe
2019
ballot.
No action
taken on bill. /the
HB 86, sixth
Manslaughter
Amendments.
Enacted, signed
by the Governor.• Wisconsin:
AB 216,a
SB measure
312. No action taken
bills by
either house.
suicide following a heroic, 20-year effort to defeat

1 state enacted a law to prohibit
assisted suicide.

4 states have
bills pending.
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Visit: www.patientsrightsaction.org/Cecilia
to watch Cecilia’s Story

Patients Rights Action Fund is excited to announce a new bilingual
video resource available on our website.
Watch now as Cecilia Sone, a nurse practitioner and trusted voice
from the Latino community, shares how to care for loved ones facing
the end of life. Our families are too valuable to be pushed into suicide.
[Continued from Pg. 2]

suicide presents a very real risk for terminally ill
patients like him. J.J. and I resolved to fight efforts to
legalize assisted suicide, laws that prey on terminally
ill patients when they are most vulnerable. Assisted
suicide is legal in seven states and Washington, D.C.
This is a tragedy, and one we can prevent.
J.J. served as president of the Patients Rights Action
Fund, an organization that works on behalf of
patients to oppose legalizing assisted suicide. We

dedicated the last years of J.J.’s life to this because
we recognized the “assisted suicide” movement for
what it is: a well-funded rebranding of euthanasia
offering nothing but a message of hopelessness.
If our experience taught us anything, it is to hold
on to hope for yourself and for others around you,
especially in the face of life-threatening illness. You
could be improving their lives, as well as your own.
— Originally published in USA Today

“Giving a prescription for a dose that could kill a patient is not medicine.”
Defend the Rights of Patients. Because Suicide is not Medical Care.
Please Donate Today
w w w.patients rightsaction.org/cont ribute
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